Lariat Advance by Roger Burley
The NATO units stationed in the Fulda Gap have had years to prepare their defenses,
however German civilians still live on the border. The roads are not mined, but the fields
contain many minefields, usually marked with small flags. In case of a conflict, those
mines in the villages are to be activated and the flags removed by a squad of engineers
assigned to maintain them.

The units manning the border
quickly reach their assigned
positions and sight in their
weapons on the preregistered
fire zones (these remain in
effect until after the first
shot). Following the Soviet
playbook, an artillery barrage
of 122mm rounds precedes
the advance.

Behind the barrage comes the
initial armored probe, looking for
the weak areas in the NATO line.
As the first 4 T-62s approach
main road to the southwest, they
encounter the first resistance
from the southwest. A Dragon
ATGM is launched and hits the
lead tank destroying it.
The Dragon crew quickly
disengages the command module
from the empty launch tube and
starts through the hedge to their
prepared position.
In the southeast corner, a Soviet Hind helicopter closes on the village. In the approach
the pilot and gunner spot two different targets, one is a prepared position and the other a
Bradley AFV waiting in ambush.

First, the pilot rotates the Hind and fires its
rockets at the prepared position. The gunner
marks the Bradley with his sight and fires his gun.
The rockets slightly injure the Dragon crew in the
prepared position, suppressing them for 4-phases,
the Bradley does not fare as well.
The Hind turns and moves to the village overlook
for the primary part of the mission, delivery of a
Spetnaz team into the town to spot defenses.
As the Hind hovers and the
Spetnaz ropes fly out and down,
the guarding Avenger locks onto
the helicopter and fires a Stinger
into the exposed flank and engine
inlet of the Hind. The Spetnaz
soldiers, who fast-rope safely are
taken under fire by a squad behind
them in the church. One Spetnaz
fire team is eliminated and the
other flees into the first floor of a
nearby building which has a
veteran MMG team on the second
floor. The Hind falls to the ground
on the other side small rise on the
other side of the low wall.

The three T-62s on the road
break through the hedge on the
edge of the road and move
towards the southeast corner now
ablaze from the Bradley and
Hind.
In the village, the MMG and
Spetnaz fire team are locked in
melee within the house. The
MMG team (having the higher
TQR and firepower at point
blank range) finally suppresses the Spetnaz and forces them to escape from the building
and hide elsewhere in the village, still suppressed.
The three T-62s hold close to the low
rise near the Hind crash site, mostly
shielding them from the infantry that
may be in the village. As they reach
the end of the village and a short
distance from the edge of the board
(each would get 1 victory point by
making it just another 30 cm.)
However, one of the reinforcing
M1A2 tanks appears from behind the
last building. The veteran M1A2
takes one shot at each bagging 2
T62s, but falling victim to one of the
6 shots fired by the T62s at the same
time.
The way is open to the southeast
corner and victory. The weak spot
identified and the Soviet forces
advance.
The first to draw attention are the remaining
8-T62s advancing along the eastern edge
right through another fire zone of the rallied
Dragon team. Although only able to attack
one of the T62s, all of the tanks are
identified (one of the values of a fire zone.)
The Dragon destroys the first tank in the
group, scattering the following ones to either
side of the farm field to the front.

Those tanks advancing between the edge and the bocage around the field take the Dragon
position under fire and destroy the team with the first shot as the team rushes to reload a
missile. As the lead tank approaches the end of the bocage, the driver notices a small flag
and stops – minefield! This approach avenue is brought to a standstill.
Advancing to the right of the T62s
the 4-T90s approach the northwest
corner of the field to go around the
field on the west side. The first tank
passing the opening runs right into a
minefield, this is probably one of the
best ways to disable a T90.
The T62s and T90s continue around
the stricken T90. The column of
T62s moves slowly in reverse until
clearing the edge of the field and
then move west. The T62 that spots
the minefield reverses and turns
around in the field, fearful that the
entrance might also have a minefield.

To the west, the BMP-3 and BTR-80 IFVs enter like ants on a log. At speed, the lead
vehicle spots surface mines in the middle of the road between two buildings, broadcasts a
warning and slews hard to the left, the next IFV brakes hard into the courtyard to the
right. Both IFV fire teams exit and move towards the nearest buildings. In one of these
buildings, the full U.S. SOF team observes the advance and prepares to defend the
structure. As the IFV column stops, the U.S. Apache slips onto the board in the southeast
corner, spots the column and fires 3 Hellfires at the column, hitting and destroying 3
IFVs and most of the infantry inside. As the Apache hovers the Soviet BRDM with SA9s identifies it and launches. At the last second the Apache spots the launch, but the
SAM arrives before the pilot can react.
The far west Bradley repositions itself to
backstop the western Dragon team (1 of 2
remaining). Unbeknownst to the Soviet
player, the initial barrage took out the
Dragon team in the orchard.
After the Apache attack, the IFVs mill
around some, dismounting some fire teams
to clear the village with the surface mines.
To the east, the T62s and T90s skirt the
disabled T90 and make for the entrance to
the village. As the lead tank starts to move from the lower village to the upper village,
the driver spots another set of surface mines blocking the ramp to the upper (southern)
part of the village. With a hard right there is enough room to exit the town and pass the
burning Hind following the path of the earlier T62s.
The second reinforcing M1A2 arrives on
the main road, moves abeam to the
orchard and spots the tanks advancing to
the east. Not yet aware of the IFVs in the
village in front of him, he turns off the
road and proceeds towards the southwest
part of the village. Moving behind the
orchard and at half speed he maneuvers to
place the tanks exiting under fire.
The Company commander in the village
spots the disabled tanks and the smoke
from burning IFVs in the other village and contacts his CAS. The aircraft is out of
position and will need a minute before it can drop the laser-guided bomb.

Meanwhile the IFVs loop north around the smaller
village and prepare to make a run for the exit corner.
Two of the unloaded IFVs are ordered to make a
diversionary run towards the southwest corner, hoping
to draw attention away from the main effort to the
southeast. The attempt is uncoordinated and results in
the east Dragon team bagging them both.

Another IFV tries to run due south
from the crossroads in the center of
the table, to circle around behind the
crossing M1A2. As it does, it runs
right into a minefield stretching
between the two villages.
By this time the IFVs are in the
larger village and shielded from the
M1A2. As the lead IFV slows to get
around the surface minefield, the
Bradley hidden behind a wall and
some trees opens up with its chain
gun, disabling the second IFV. From
a house on the south side of the
street, one of the U.S. fire teams fires
an AT4 at the third IFV and an
attached LMG fires to keep the
Soviets inside the IFVs.
Unfortunately, although the IFV is

disabled, the backblast of the AT4 catches the house on fire. So, the fire team and LMG
exit the back door taking up prepared positions inside the walled compound.
The M1A2 makes it into position to block the Soviet exit point. By the time the M1A2
reaches that point all the non-disabled T90s have exited the board with most of the
remaining T62s. Remaining on the board are two T62s and all the remaining IFVs. The
T62s confer and decided they have the best chance to take out the M1A2. So as the IFVs
move north of the exit point, they charge.
The Abrams does not have an active chit and is hit and destroyed, while the T62s are left
unscathed. The Soviet tanks and IFV exit the board, leaving only the disabled T90 to be
lased. With a bang the 1,000-pound bomb makes short work of the T90.
Although several Bradleys are still operational, the SOF team (untouched except for
some Soviet fire teams left in the smaller village), the 2 Strykers (reinforcement tangling
with the exited Soviet vehicles) and most of the U.S. infantry remain undamaged. The
difference in the victory points is just 3. The Soviets manage to exit 16 vehicles and the
U.S. prevents 13 from exiting.
The activation chits and an aggressive Soviet player using the edges of the board
effectively win the scenario.

